Libertarian Party of New Hampshire
Info@LPNH.org - (888) 688-LPNH
06/18/2021

From: Sean Dempsey <sean@seandempsey.com>
Sent: Friday, June 18, 2021 10:26 AM
To: Joshua Smith <joshua.smith@lp.org>
Cc: Caryn Ann Harlos <email redacted>; Andy Burns <andy.burns@lphq.org>; Sean Brennan
<email redacted>; Joseph Bishop-Henchman <Chair@lp.org>; Stephen Nass <email redacted>;
LPNH Secretary; Rich Bowen <rich.bowen@lp.org>; Erik Raudsep <erik.raudsep@lp.org>
Subject: Re: Andy - Ugent Request for Email Forward for treasurer@lpnh.org
Please share. :)
Thank you, Joshua, for your ACTIONS and for fighting for the libertarian principles some of us
only convey in words.
“You are what you do, not what you say you do.”
-Sean Dempsey, At Large LPNH

On Jun 18, 2021, at 10:09 AM, Joshua Smith <joshua.smith@lp.org> wrote:

I am in full agreement with everything you have said here. I remain fully committed to an
investigation of the who, what, and why. We all deserve answers. Every member of this party
deserves to know who represents them.
You mind if I share this email with the public list?
Cheers,
Joshua
On Fri, Jun 18, 2021, 9:03 AM Sean Dempsey < > wrote:
Joshua,
Furthermore, our assigned Section 8 rep, Tucker Coburn not only did not help us in any way or
return our calls, but actively worked against our state party in our efforts to work with the LNC
and regain access to stolen property.
I realize he has since resigned, but hopefully this situation and the cast of characters involved
whom were actively working against us (specifically all those who voted no in Tuesday’s EC
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meeting) demonstrates why we in the LPNH are all more than a little tired, hurt, and frustrated
by this mess.
Yes, some LPNH tweets were “edgelord” in style and rubbed a few people the wrong way — in
an attempt to expand the Overton window. This has already been addressed and a vote cast on
our end to ensure there are no longer members of the communication committee who might,
through their personal words or actions, besmirch the LPNH brand. We also are putting a social
media policy in place in LPNH to ensure such style of communication does not happen again.
In short, we have handled it *internally* (where it belonged to begin with without National’s
interference)
But any allegations that we violated our bylaws, our pledge, or our stated principles are wildly
false. I have yet to see one tangible piece of evidence in this matter to allude or prove any
wrongdoing by ANY of the EC or its committee members.
Nor, to my knowledge, has such evidence been presented to the LNC EC. The “data dump”
provided by Jilletta contained not a shred of evidence of any wrongdoing—other than some
sidebar “shit talking” with another state party rep in a private chat.
Nevertheless, without due process or the ability to face any accusation directly, a vote was cast
last Tuesday by the LNC EC and failed in its purpose to return stolen property to our party.
This entire situation is pretty black and white to me. So when you hear slight hyperbole or
frustration in our letters or communications speaking about the inaction of the LNC, please do
not take it personally!
We truly recognize all those who are fighting for us are fighting based on principle and not
emotional alignment based on some “nasty tweets.”
We remain determined to uncover why this situation unfolded as it did, to what level JBH was
involved, and most importantly - to help ensure such a thing can NEVER happen again to any
other state party. The damage we have undergone as a party (and so to, the stain on the
National party because of its chair’s actions) is unfathomable and deep.
That we, libertarians, might bicker and fight over the basic subject of **whether a property owner
has right to their own property** is…beyond disgusting. Where are our principles? What do we
even stand for if not that??
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So when we are falsely accused of not adhering to our principles is laughable at best—since at
the same time the chair of the national party we are affiliated with is so obviously involved in
gross malfeasance and unethical behavior.
We are so excited and pleased Jilletta Jarvis has returned stolen property of her own accord
and did the right thing. We are excited to now move into the Porcfest event with a fervent desire
to spread the message of liberty and freedom to as large a group as possible!
But we remain disgusted by the actions taken (through inaction) this week by the
preponderance of those on the LNC. With very notable exceptions, as mentioned, and also
those whom continue to surface in our support to take on abuse of power and wrongdoing! :)
In liberty,
-Sean Dempsey, LPNH

On Jun 18, 2021, at 9:40 AM, Sean Dempsey < > wrote:
Please let me correct the record. With the exception of Caryn Ann Harlos, Joshua Smith, and
Erik Raudsep, we did not have written or verbal followup from any LNC staff.
Or I should further clarify - none of those we directly addressed whom were in a position to
right this wrong in 5 minutes (i.e. JBH, LNC Chair, and/or Andy Burns (who it supposed to
assist with our web/IT needs at National) responded to us.
Forgive me profusely for mis-speaking!!
-Sean

On Jun 18, 2021, at 9:35 AM, Joshua Smith <joshua.smith@lp.org> wrote:

I dont think that's totally fair. Some of us were talking to LPNH board members, and working
diligently to try and get your property back to you.
Some were not, that's true but no one? Really? Those people are reflected in the public
business list.

Cheers,
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Joshua
On Fri, Jun 18, 2021, 8:22 AM Sean Dempsey < > wrote:
Yes, all is well. LPNH has received all of its assets.
But to be clear - LP National took no action (as far as I’m aware) and we never ONCE heard a
response to any of our pleas. This was beyond frustrating!!
Jilletta Jarvis reached out to us privately and capitulated, providing us all back access to our
assets.
I wish just ONE representative National would have at least given us the time of day to reply to
our myriad requests….
-Sean

On Jun 18, 2021, at 3:39 AM, Caryn Ann Harlos <email redacted> wrote:

Has this been resolved?

In Liberty,

On Thu, Jun 17, 2021 at 12:03 PM Sean Dempsey < > wrote:
And to preempt the question Yes, we DID already reach out the individual currently in possession of the treasurer@lpnh.org
email account (“the usurper of said email account”) and he has refused to acknowledge or
facilitate our request — even for temporary access as stated.
Obviously the email account is our property and assert it has been STOLEN from us illegally.
But for now as an emergency need we are simply seeking access to our owner assets (which
are NOT in dispute by either party and clearly belong to the LPNH and not the “new entity.”
Thank you,
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-Sean

On Jun 17, 2021, at 1:52 PM, Sean Dempsey < > wrote:

Andy,
Did you receive my email below??
To re-iterate for 100% clarity:
The LPNH is currently unable to access our party’s PayPal account and other financial and
other owned-asset accounts because they are tied via 2FA to the email address
treasurer@lpnh.org — **which is an email addresss that we no longer have access to.** Please
advise. I provided an easy way to fix this (even temporarily) in my last email to you below.
We cannot access our monetary assets until this logistical matter involving email access is
rectified.
NB: We contacted an attorney today and he had questions as to whether or not we had access
to all our monetary assets. We had to tell him no.
We are thus formally requesting you make the situation right and allow us (even TEMPORARY!)
access to our email address treasurer@lpnh.org so we are able to login and recover financial
assets.
Thank you in advance,
-Sean Dempsey, at large, LPNH

On Jun 15, 2021, at 8:24 PM, wrote:

Hi Andy,
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Tldr; Please set up a [temporary if needed] forward of treasurer@lpnh.org to <email
redacted> (our elected Treasurer) so we can access party assets (bank account, stripe,
etc) with 2FA turned on.

Sean here, member of the LPNH EC. As you may have heard, we recently had our access
revoked to the LPNH.org website by some nefarious actors. We are working with LNC on a
resolution to that – and we know it will come shortly.

However, we have a more pressing issue at the moment. Our access to Stripe, bank accounts,
and other party assets are accessible through the email address treasurer@lpnh.org. Several of
these sites, since they employ extra security, use 2-factor authentication (aka “2FA”) and are
sending codes to treasurer@lpnh.org.

We have a less than cordial relationship with the members of the “coup” over there (long story),
and lawsuits are pending etc. However, by their own admission we DO have access to our
funds and bank accounts, party assets, etc. We are locked out of these assets because we
do not have access to the treasurer email address.

Thus, we are asking for a favor. We are happy to wait for the LNC’s ruling before access to our
website is restored; but we MUST get access asap to our other assets and 2FA is
preventing this.

I suggest this: can you set up an ‘email forward’ for us for a specific time/date (even the entire
day if you’re willing to do so) so that we can get access to the fiduciary assets owned by our
party? Once we have access we can whitelist the IP and you even can turn the forward back off
if you feel you must.

AS SOON AS POSSIBLE: Please forward treasurer@lpnh.org to <email redacted> (our
elected Treasurer).
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Thanks in advance. Please get back to me as soon as you can regarding this request.

Cordially and respectfully yours,
Sean Dempsey, At Large LPNH
on behalf of
Sean Brennan, Treasurer LPNH

